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Watershed Update: August 29, 2022

Good day everyone,
Conditions remain excellent in the watershed, regarding water levels and the hot dry summer weather.
Sunshine continues to be predicted for coming 7 days.
The flow from Cowichan Lake was bumped up to 7.5 cms last week in order to not have lake level rise to above the rule curve.
The sloped rule curve is the guidance the provincial water manager provides Catalyst Paper and is the maximum allowed lake level if on control.
Catalyst is only authorized to actively control river flow from the lake if the lake level is below the sloped rule curve line – purple line in trend below.
As you can see with previous 2 years of weir operation, that when rainfall arrives in Sept/Oct, lake level can rise quickly if the rainfall is substantial.
With the lake level very close to the maximum authorized lake level, a sudden rainfall event can result in the need to shift the weir to off control – all control
gates 100% open.
If lake level were to rise above the rule curve lake level, river flow increases would be made at about 5 cms rise in flow each day until lake level is back below
rule curve or all gates are open and the weir is off control.
The current lake level, if all gates were open, would generate over 18 cms river flow.
Rainfall of substance is not expected until October typically.
Regards,
Brian Houle
Manager, Environment
Catalyst Crofton
250-246-6236
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This email and its contents are for the exclusive benefit of Paper Excellence Canada Holdings.
Legal Disclaimer: This e-mail and any attachment(s) are confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by
return e-mail, delete this e-mail and do not copy, use or disclose it to any other person.
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